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Description
Surface morphology and topography represent vital properties of 

compound materials (from the nano- to the macro scale), and originate 
from their chemical nature/structure and production processes. 
compound materials area unit characterised by specific aspects of their 
surface morphology, that have an effect on their final surface 
properties like wettability and stickiness and relevance to printing, 
dying, lamination, water repellency, and biocompatible processes. 
Thus info regarding the surface morphology and topography of 
polymers is crucial for his or her use in varied business sectors like 
automotive, aerospace, building, textile, medical, and packaging. 
Differing kinds of polymers have completely different natures and 
structural conformations that area unit answerable for their ensuing 
morphologies and topographies. 

The general compound structure like relative molecular mass, 
crystallinity, branching, and crosslinking, affects the ultimate 
morphology. An outline of the interior morphology analysis of 
amorphous, crystalline, and compound blends is mentioned during this 
chapter. Moreover, the external surface morphology/topography of the 
ensuing polymers within the sort of foils, fibers, and foams is 
represented during this chapter moreover. Last however not least, the 
consequences of varied surface modifications that have an effect on the 
surface morphology in second and 3D (roughness) also are reviewed. 

This chapter conjointly includes an outline of techniques and 
strategies normally applied to investigate the surface morphology/
topography of compound materials. These techniques embody varied 
scanning probe and optical electron microscopies. The implementation 
of those techniques and their combination is important for 
multidisciplinary study of compound morphology topography.

Surface morphology and surface charge have a vital impact on the 
wetting behavior of nanostructured films. By combining the 
management of surface morphology and also the management of 
surface chemistry of ns-TiO2 films, it's potential to tune the contact 
angle from zero degrees (complete wetting) to one hundred forty 
degrees. Above all, by applying easy thermal treatments in close 
atmosphere, it's potential to modify from property to hydrophilicity and 
the other way around. Remarkably, by dominant surface roughness 
within the typical vary 3–30 nm, it's potential to finely tune the contact 
angle at intervals a given wetting regime.

Wetting Properties
An important issue which will give a sweetening of property of

rough surfaces is that the formation of air pockets, that is feasible
conjointly in in and of it hydrophilic surfaces providing some
overhangs area unit gift, a minimum of at the littlest scales. This
condition is actually glad in nanoporous materials. Remarkably, the
two main channels for dominant film wettability, surface morphology,
and thermal tempering clad to be freelance from one another. Changes
in wettability evoked by thermal tempering area unit reversible, the
whole wettability recovery occurring in close air at intervals many
hours, because of organic compound contamination. The surface
wetting properties area unit thus stable in air on the everyday
timescales of experiments or additional sample treatments. Surface
morphology of the fibers influences the performance of the fibers.
Melt-electrospun fibers typically seem swish and cylindrical, with a
thread-like or ribbon-like structure. There’s no solvent evaporation in
melt-electrospinning, which can cause inconsistencies on the fiber
surface. The graceful surface is because of the partial natural action
that happens quickly because the jet leaves the spinneret. The fabric
properties poignant the fiber surface morphology area unit the
compound molecular weight/MFI and also the tacticity. On paper, the
factors poignant the melt-electrospinning method also can have an
effect on fiber morphology. A moment modification within the
operative parameters will cause a substantial modification within the
fiber morphology. The surface morphology of the fibers is additionally
laid low with the environmental conditions like RH and temperature.

Surface morphology and integrative homogeneity of the ternary
AlGaN layers have an excellent impact on their optical and electrical
properties. Metal-rich PA MBE growth of the alloys with high Al-
content will increase the adatom surface quality even at comparatively
low temperatures of regarding 700°C, though the quality of Al atoms
remains but that of Ga ones, as illustrated. This distinction might
cause a deterioration of the surface morphology of growing layers and
their composition unregularity. things will be improved by raising TS
however in rather slender vary to avoid the improved Ga adatom
natural process, which can switch the surface conditions to N-rich
ones, moreover because the GaN decomposition that complicates the
expansion rate and composition management, as mentioned higher
than. The morphological and integrative inhomogeneities area unit
strong within the III-Nitride layers because of the inherent grain
structure with typical dimensions of many nanometers. Study of
spatial distribution of optical emission from such grained AlGaN
layers disclosed an inclination to formation of Ga-rich regions on the
brink of the grain boundaries or atomic layer steps, which ends in
potential fluctuations having each positive and prejudicial effects on
the AlGaN device performance. On the one hand, carrier localization
at these fluctuations has been found to reinforce the area temperature
carrier period by inhibiting carrier diffusion to the nonradiative
recombination sites. On the opposite, the lower Al-content domains
within the AlGaN QWs area unit answerable for escape methods and
current state of affairs within the diode devices.

Bound Fibers
Melt-electrospun fibers will be deposited either willy-nilly or in a

bound manner to present AN aligned nanofiber array. Patterning of the
fibers for specific applications will be achieved by neutering the
collector pure mathematics. So far solely a restricted quantity of labor
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has been done on the patterning of melt-electrospun fibers. In some
cases the fibers will incorporates two elements to create side-by-side
or bicomponent structures. Melt-electrospinning is poor in generating
bound fibers over important gaps, most likely because of the targeted
nature of the deposition and elongated jet. The formation of islands of
fibers was a typical development whereas melt-electrospinning
directly onto auriferous collectors, however it didn't seem throughout
in vitro investigations.

The purpose of compound fiber surface treatment by optical device
irradiation is to change the surface layer in order that fiber properties
like wettability, printability, and dye uptake will be increased whereas

maintaining different fascinating bulk properties. Surface treatment
will be applied through the introduction of useful or polar teams onto
the fiber surface. Surface morphology of wool fibers will be changed
through optical device treatment, and this will cut back the felting
shrinkage of wool materials. The etching impact on wool fibers causes
removal of scale edges by optical device irradiation, that is an
alternate wool process methodology to switch ancient environmental
contaminating element treatment. Through the antifelting impact
caused by optical device treatment, dimensional stability of wool cloth
is improved.
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